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The StreamIt Language The StreamIt Language [1][1]

 Music information retrieval is becoming 
increasingly important as the size of digital 
music archives continues to grow. 
 Dataflow languages can greatly improve 
programmer productivity for audio 
applications.
 The StreamIt compiler can automatically 
partition the work described by its dataflow 
code amongst multiple cores.

 Basic building blocks
Filter – like a function
Pipeline – cascade of filters
Split-Join – task-level parallelism
Feedback Loop

 C-like syntax
 Explicit input-output size definitions for 
buffering constraints

The StreamIt CompilerThe StreamIt Compiler

1. Fuse Stateless filters 
Eliminates communication and buffer copies

2. Data-Parallelize
Allows for concurrent execution of future work

3. Pipeline
Optimal partitioning of the work using dynamic propramming
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 Frequency-warped spectrum [3,4]
•Human ear has better spectral resolution at lower frequencies
•Sufficient spectral resolution achieved with 1024 point FFT 

(~23ms window).
•With frequency warping, only need 32 point window 

(~1ms window)

�

 Allows finer time resolution
•Improves analysis of rhythmic patterns and fast transients

 Comes with a significant performance cost
•Warping is achieved using an IIR all-pass chain
•Over 10x slower than MFCC extraction in Matlab

Audio Feature ExtractionAudio Feature Extraction

ResultsResults

Where's the Performance?Where's the Performance?
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 This scheme achieves close to 14x 
speedup on the 16 cores of MIT's Raw 
architecture for common signal processing 
tasks [2]

 Warped spectrum code tested on Clovertown, 
Opteron,  Niagara2, Core 2 Duo Penryn

Both fine-grained and coarse-grained 
implementations

 Almost non-existent speedup beyond two cores on 
Clovertown and Opteron. [Fig 3]

Portability problems with Java VM on Niagara2

 Moderate speedup for coarse-grained version on 2 
Penryn cores. [Fig 1]

No speedup for fine-grained version on Penryn.

Single core fine-grained performance was best 
considering all implementations and any number of 
cores. [Fig 2]

Fig 1: Results for coarse-grained version on Penryn 

Fig 2: Results for various implementations on Penryn 

Fig 3: Speedup for coarse-grained version on 
Clovertown/Opteron  

Best performance seen in single core.
Where is the speedup on x86 
architectures?
It seems that the StreamIt compiler is 
tailored to the Raw architecture
Does it overlook:

cache hierarchy,
communication costs,
autotuning?

 Dataflow languages like StreamIt can significantly increase 
programmer productivity for audio applications.
 The StreamIt compiler achieves good uniprocessor performance 
with relatively little programmer effort.
 Multicore performance is severely lacking for x86 architectures.
 Different strategies need to be employed to bring StreamIt up to 
speed on more widespread architectures.
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Example StreamIt code for a 
downsampler “filter”.

Basic StreamIt constructs
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